
THE RICKY TIMS KOOL KALEIDOSCOPE QUILT  (for confident beginners, 
and beyond)  


This is a super fun class!  The really great thing about this class, is that 
there will be no two quilts alike!  Each student will create their very own 
original kaleidoscope quilt.  Yours can be very colorful, or you can match 
your home decor.  We will focus on accuracy, making  perfect mirrored 
images, and get lots of tips and tricks that are not in the video.  You will be 
working on a design wall and will be able to share in the surprise and 
excitement of watching not only YOUR design come to life, but also each 
of the other student’s kaleidoscopes. That’s when it really gets Kool!  We’ll 
discuss designing the borders too, as they can be a continuation of the 
kaleidoscope design, or as simple as the jet black that I have used.  It’s 
Kool!

 

AT HOME PREPARATION  
(OR attend our Prep Class on June 23, 2021 - 10am - 2pm)

     You will need to come to class with all of your strip sets cut, sewn and 
correctly ironed.  This may take you around 4 hours.  Watch the first 10 
minutes of your DVD for the specific instructions on cutting, sewing and 
ironing your strip sets (strata).  I hope to secure a day at the Quilt Gallery, 
about a week before the class, for anyone who wishes to come in and sew 
their fabric strips with other classmates.  I’ll share a few tips along the 
way.  But, you’ll still have a wonderful Kaleidoscope if you chose to sew 
the strips at home.


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


SUPPLY LIST


RICKY TIMS KOOL KALEIDOSCOPE DVD (required, can be purchased at the Quilt 
Gallery)

     The DVD includes a large fold out poster, with invaluable simple directions and 
photos of previous student’s quilts.  Eliminates copious note taking!  How Kool is that!


FABRIC FOR THE BODY OF THE QUILT

      1/3 to 1/2 yard of 10 to 15 different fabrics (I used 11 in my quilt)

      Select bright, luminous fabrics, with a couple very dark, and a one very light.  




      Almost all quilt fabrics will work, but stay away from large prints, as they don’t 
mirror very well.  Select different colors, values and textures.  Do not use fat quarters.  
Toss in a zinger fabric or two.                     

     

FABRIC FOR THE BORDERS AND BINDING

     Approximately 2 yards of fabric is needed for a plain border.  Inner border (optional) 
1/2 

     yard.  Binding 1/3 to 1/2 yard, depending on how wide you cut your binding.

   

SEWING SUPPLIES

     Rotary cutter with new blade, and rotary cutting mat

     6” x 24” rotary cutting ruler with 60°/30° line

     Smaller 12” or 13” rotary cutting ruler

     18” wide by 20” piece of freezer paper

     Sharpened pencil and eraser (white art erasers works best on freezer paper)

     5 colored pencils or pens (for paper, not fabric)

     Sewing machine, CORD, FOOT PEDAL, needles, 1/4” presser foot, manual.

     Design wall at least 48” square (fuzzy like flannel or nylon, and can be taped to the 
wall)

     Masking tape or painters tape

     Basic supplies: long straight pins, small scissors, neutral thread (medium gray) 
seam ripper

     (I found it was invaluable to have a small iron, and wool pressing mat beside me.  
This

           will keep you sewing, and not standing in line for the irons.)

     Any other notions that will make your sewing station your happy place!

 
 Questions?  Call or email me.  Dawn Siden, quiltdesignsbydawn@yahoo.com.  
406-250-5365
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